WHAT HAPPENED TO HISPANIC NATURAL RESOURCES LAW IN CALIFORNIA?
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INTRODUCTION

California has an elaborate statutory regime regulating the exploitation of natural resources, including water, minerals, land, and tidal areas, dating largely from the 1960s through the 1990s.¹ Yet this considerable body of legislation makes no mention of law originating under the Spanish and Mexican authorities governing the province in 1769–1821 and 1821–1848, respectively. Scholars of California history and geography have noted the relatively minimal environmental impact of pre-1848 European settlement, but have not asked whether the Hispanic tradition left any permanent footprints on legal development.² This gap is particularly evident compared to
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² John W. Caughey, The Californian and His Environment, in Essays and Assays: California History Reappraised 3 (George Knoles ed., 1973) (few effects other than sea otter and beaver hunting by Russian and U.S. poachers); William A. Selby, Rediscovering the Golden State: California Geography 49–50, 136, 189–190 (2d ed. 2006) (overgrazing in some areas but little mining or water depletion). See also Green
researchers’ documentation of Spanish and Mexican influences on contemporary resource law in other parts of the Southwest.³

When the United States succeeded to Mexican sovereignty in 1848, California courts were confronted with water, mining, and land disputes, and so had to interpret the laws and customs under which conflicting claims arose. As will be seen, in these decisions many judges heavily cited legal sources from Spain and Mexico, which described a system especially well adapted to the geography of the region. The presence in and suitability of the Hispanic natural resources tradition in these cases raise the question of why its traces are not more apparent in the state today. Synthesizing my research in a series of articles and a recent book, this essay explores the reasons for the eventual superseding of Spanish and Mexican natural resources law by common law and modern statutes.⁴

WATER ALLOCATION

Legal historians of the Hispanic Southwest, which included California, have shown that water rights during the Spanish and Mexican periods were communal. Water was allotted among users, especially during times


of drought in this chronically arid region. Such rights were not absolute or exclusive as under Anglo-American common law, but were regularly apportioned by provincial and territorial governors between *pueblos* (towns) and other consumers like missions and individual farmers. When the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo transferred sovereignty over most of the Southwest to the United States, the treaty’s provision that preserved existing property rights often resulted in the pueblos’ successor cities vying for water supplies against landowners.

In the 1870s this conflict came to a head over the Los Angeles River. Upstream landowners in the San Fernando Valley diverted water from the river, threatening the growth of Los Angeles and the revenue it enjoyed from selling surplus water to other users. Initially, the California courts refused to grant the city an absolute right to the river, in accordance with Hispanic law’s fair allocation principle. But in 1895 the California Supreme Court held that Los Angeles could monopolize its local water source based on a so-called “pueblo water right” supposedly originating in the Spanish period, though this theory is contradicted by the ample evidence of communal sharing presented in opposition to the city.

In subsequent years the courts extended Los Angeles’ right to water to supply its newly annexed areas, the river’s subterranean flow, the entire aquifer underlying the San Fernando Valley, reclaimed floodwater, and
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surplus water from the Owens River. The putative pueblo water right was also applied to give San Diego exclusive control over the San Diego River, and has been upheld regarding Los Angeles as recently as 1975, despite the contradictory evidence still before the court. Texas and New Mexico state courts’ explicit rejection of any purported pueblo water right vividly contrasts with California’s refusal to follow the communal Hispanic water law tradition, so well adapted to a desert environment.

MINERAL EXTRACTION

As with water, mining under the Hispanic legal regime differed markedly from the common law’s individual property rights approach. Spanish and Mexican tradition held that the sovereign owned precious minerals and had the prerogative to distribute concessions through an elaborate process of discovery, official registration, and monitoring. This centralized control and system of allocation accorded with the communal Hispanic policy of exercising governmental power over natural resources for the common good.

Paralleling the trajectory of water law development, U.S. courts in California initially followed Mexican law, holding that the state, as successor to the prior polity, owned all precious minerals despite some landowners’ assertion that their surface property included an underground estate as well. The California Supreme Court upheld this precedent in 1858 in
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16 Hicks v. Bell, 3 Cal. 219 (1853); Stoakes v. Barrett, 5 Cal. 37 (1855); McClintock v. Bryden, 5 Cal. 97 (1855).
complex litigation between individual prospectors and explorer John C. Frémont, who claimed exclusive dominion over gold-bearing quartz on his land in the Sierra Nevada foothills.¹⁷

But a year later, two justices from the prior three-judge panel had been replaced, and the court reversed itself to side with Frémont concerning surface owners’ subterranean rights. Disregarding the Merced Mining Company’s extensive briefing on Hispanic mineral law, Chief Justice Stephen Field wrote for the majority that the state of California’s regulatory power had not been exercised over minerals underneath private property.¹⁸ Going further in an 1861 decision, Field held explicitly that surface proprietors owned the precious metals underneath their land.¹⁹ He based his theory of
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mineral privatization on the unsupported argument that the U.S. Congress, in establishing a confirmation process for land claims under the Guadalupe Hidalgo treaty (the 1851 California Land Act), impliedly conveyed both the surface and subsurface when it validated a grant.\textsuperscript{20} These decisions constituted a clear rejection of Mexico’s resource tradition, despite the lack of any evidence that either the treaty drafters or Congress ever meant to do so in settling land titles.\textsuperscript{21}

Surface mineral proprietorship is still the rule in California, having been affirmed by a 1955 federal district court applying state law. Remarkably, the judge admitted that Hispanic law indicated otherwise, but considered that Field’s version of the claim-resolution process should be paramount.\textsuperscript{22} Courts in New Mexico and Arizona, and legislators in Texas have all accepted California’s privatization approach.\textsuperscript{23} As a result of these decisions in California and other frontier regions, simple placer mining by individuals gave way to increasingly elaborate, expensive, and ecologically harmful extractive techniques, like the stamp mills used by Frémont and hydraulic mining.\textsuperscript{24} It should be noted that Mexico’s own late-nineteenth-century departure from the Hispanic tradition of close government supervision over mining, in favor of more intensive private exploitation, resulted in similar environmental destruction.\textsuperscript{25}

\section*{LAND USE PATTERNS}

As with water and minerals, land use in Hispanic California followed a model of government control and distribution. The Spanish Crown promulgated the Laws of the Indies in 1513 and 1523 for the orderly settlement
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of the New World. They specified that towns had to include a sufficient number of solares (residential lots) at the center, around which would be placed ejidos (commons) for various public uses, while beyond them would lie dehesas y tierras de pasto (grazing areas) and propios (municipal grounds) which could be leased to generate revenue.26 Such communal uses were an inheritance from Spain, where strict limitations on grazing and selling land protected communities from resource exhaustion and thus avoided the “tragedy of the commons.”27 Propios were never intended to be sold, and officials or individual citizens could sue municipal councils for alienating these lands.28 In Mexican California, ayuntamientos (town councils) could only rent rather than sell pueblo land to individuals, and improvement requirements were imposed on lot owners.29 As might be expected, when American political control was installed in 1846, land speculators and settlers pressured the new authorities to privatize the communal aspects of the Hispanic land system.

In a series of cases beginning in the 1850s, the California Supreme Court oscillated on the question of whether municipalities could sell public land to private purchasers. Initially, the court held that San Francisco’s U.S. alcalde (mayor), having the same power as his Mexican predecessor, could not alienate the city’s pueblo lands, and cited Hispanic legal treatises in support.30 But several years later Justice Solomon Heydenfeldt wrote for the court in overruling these decisions, asserting without any basis that Mexican authorities had been allowed to sell municipal property.31 Yet by the end of the decade the court had reversed itself again, relying on Hispanic sources to find that pueblo lands had been held “in trust for
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Pueblo Lands of San José — 1866 U.S. Government map of pueblo lands (in gray) belonging to the Pueblo of San José and sold after incorporation by the City of San José to pay municipal debts (see footnote 33 on facing page).

Published in Frederic Hall, The History of San Jose and Surroundings (1871).
the public use,” and so could not be sold at auction to satisfy city debts.32 In the 1860s and 1870s the court maintained this position, holding that these lands could not be mortgaged and that the public use dedication was permanent.33

The California Supreme Court ultimately disregarded Hispanic law and returned to the privatization perspective, ruling in 1903 that Monterey could lawfully sell its pueblo lands to speculators.34 Lower state courts likewise permitted the cities of Los Angeles and San Diego to alienate many acres of public property, markedly ignoring the historical limitation on municipal power.35 The upshot of California cities’ sale of their pueblo lands was that large portions of the urban commons were eliminated. Even when cities retained parks or other public areas, they often located them asymmetrically in places inaccessible to the majority of residents — a policy exemplified by San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park and Griffith Park in Los Angeles.36 This departure from the Spanish and Mexican tradition of reserving centrally located land for the public benefit constituted an opportunity lost for maintaining open space and keeping cities livable.37

TIDELANDS ACCESS

A final topic wherein California courts have considered the impact of Hispanic law concerns public ownership of and access to tidelands. Under Roman law, “the sea-shore” up to the highest winter tide was common

34 Monterey v. Jacks, 73 P. 436 (1903).
37 See Reich, Dismantling the Pueblo, supra note 4 (discussing municipal land alienation validated by courts that knowingly overrode the Hispanic legal model).
§ 1466. *What Are the Things a Man may Do upon the Sea-shore.*—Every man who chooses may build a house or cabin upon the sea-shore as a retreat, and he may erect there any other edifice whatever to serve his purposes; provided he does not thereby interfere with the use of the shore, which every one has a right in common to enjoy. He may also build galleys there, or any other vessel whatever; or stretch and mend his nets; and when he is there, or employed for these or other purposes of a similar nature, no one has a right to disturb him. And by the sea-shore is understood all that space of ground covered by the waters of the sea in their highest annual swells, whether in winter or summer.

*Siète Partidas* — Cover page of Spain’s medieval law code (1565 edition) and translation by Frederic Hall of section on tidelands access (see footnote 39 on facing page).
property, which could be used by all for fishing, shelter, and beaching boats. Spain’s medieval law code, the *Siete Partidas*, expressed this concept as royal sovereignty over the “highest swells of the sea.” Incorporating this principle, Spanish and Mexican land grants in California were bounded by the high tide line, although disputes emerged during the U.S. confirmation process regarding how far some parcels extended into navigable waters. Scholars have noted this Hispanic legal antecedent to the modern public trust doctrine, which authorizes government regulatory power over waterways. Yet almost all California cases upholding government jurisdiction to manage access to tidelands have failed to cite Spanish or Mexican law in support.

In a striking exception to this trend, the California Supreme Court upheld Los Angeles’ title to Ballona Lagoon, an arm of the Pacific Ocean subject to tidal influence and claimed by adjacent landowners under an 1839 grant from Mexico. The city wished to dredge the lagoon, construct sea walls, and make other improvements without condemning any property by eminent domain. Writing for the majority, Justice Stanley Mosk
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ruled that the lagoon was subject to the public trust in tidelands, that the title of plaintiffs’ predecessors was limited by the trust according to Mexican law, and that by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo the U.S. government, the state, and the city succeeded to ownership of the public’s rights. However, this recognition of the Hispanic basis for the public trust proved ephemeral, for the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the decision on the procedural ground of the state’s failure to assert its interest during the land grant confirmation proceedings.
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CONCLUSION

For a variety of reasons Hispanic natural resources law has not retained much of a presence in contemporary California jurisprudence. Many post-annexation judges considered Spanish and Mexican principles, but the overall trend was to reject these in favor of common law. In the words of legal historian Morton Horwitz, the mid-nineteenth-century perspective was one in which “[d]ominion over land began to be regarded as an absolute right to engage in any conduct on one’s property regardless of its economic value.” In line with this historical process, the prior anti-developmental tradition was either distorted (as in the “pueblo water right”), overridden (as with minerals and land claims), or procedurally blocked (as with tidelands access). These decisions facilitated a degradation of resources that has been only partially reversed by California’s modern environmental regime.

After an intervening century of intensive exploitation, sustainability policies now echo much of the Hispanic legal approach to water, minerals, land, and coastal areas. But such enlightened regulation still exists uneasily with suburbanized planning. The contrast between fire management rules in Mexican Baja California and those in U.S. Southern California offers a clear example of how reclaiming parts of the traditional model can contribute to resource conservation and public safety. In Mexican Baja, restricting construction in wildlands while allowing periodic natural fires there limits fuel build-up, so that frequent but low-intensity burns affect few people or properties. But north of the border, private residential housing sprawling into increasingly remote areas is protected by fire suppression policies that allow chaparral to proliferate and thus feed far more destructive conflagrations. The implication of this difference is that exerting greater control over where individuals
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may live will save lives as well as landscapes. We cannot return wholesale to the communal natural resources laws of California’s past, but we can implement aspects of that approach which have proved effective in this geographical setting.
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